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-------------Research !ind..ings on marriage as a heterosexual institution were

revibv.ed and rssearch was carried out to determine i f certain of theM were
applicable to lesbian
tionship in

~ich

fia~rri~ge"

as ·well.

Marriage was defined as a rela-

t.wo people have li-vod together with str-ong emotioru?J. and

sexual involveLlent for a year- or more.

Subj.acts ware volunteers .fx•Glm

women .age 22 or older, who were childlessu and who were invobred in
women's mo-vement. as well as their friends, lovers and husbands.

c>...~01.tg

th~

'.I.':"1are

were 14 lesbia;,, couples, 14 lesbi«u.u who h~ neirer been m4trried and 6
lesbians who had been MArria-d. but

~'"'e~"en 1 t

currently and who vere i..,,.,_volvad

2

in a sexual relationship at the time of the study.

Subjects were asked to

fill out various forms, including (not all subjects completed all the forms)
a questionnaire of background inf orma.tion; Interpersonal Checklists on
actual-self, ideal-self, lover or spouse, how they think their spouse
(or.lover) sees them, how they think their spouse (or lover) sees herself
(himself); a Security-Insecurity Inventory; a Marital-Roles Inventory; and
a Socioemotional Valuation Index.
Results indicated that for this population of lesbians and heterosexuals:

(a) Homogenous trait matching occurs among lesbians so that a

mate is chosen who is perceived as

resembli~g

the self

(p~~.005).

The

evidence did not support the theory of ideal-self fulfillment, proposed by
Karp, Jackson and Lester, for

le~bians;

(b) Married lesbians do not score·

higher in insecurity on a Security-Insecurity test than never-married lesbians,
the average score for this sample being almost exactly the same (single
lesbians scoring higher).

There is insufficient evidence to conclude that

heterosexually married women score higher in insecurity than married lesbians
though results were in the expected direction (p< .15);

(c) Marital satis-

faction is higher among lesbians than among women involved in a
heterbsexual marriage

(p~.05);

(d)

There is insufficient evidence to conclude

that spouses in lesbian marriage make more nearly equal amounts of adjustment
than do spouses in heterosexual marriage, though results were in the expected
direction (p..( .1).

Although none of the hypotheses concerning interpersonal

perception and marital satisfaction were supported by the evidence it was

3

tentatively concluded from looking at tho pattern cf the results that
lesbian marriages are not split into roles so that one partner is assigned
the instrwriental, task-oriented roles and the other the expressive,
integrative roles.
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CHJ.PTER I
INTRODUCTION
Although there is no such thing as homosexual marriage in a legal
sensa, and it is virtually non-existent in a religious sense, there do
exist homosexual relationships in which the partners have lived togethe?'
with stro.ng er.1otiona.l and sexual involvement.

In tha absence

or

civil

marriage these relationships must be taken as the closest equivalent to
marriage.

To be a lesbian, at least an overt lesbian, a woman must have

a relationship with another woman.

But the tendency has not been to

study lesbiansim in terms of relationships between lesbians.

Most fre-

quently in Psychology, the study of lesbians has been as a separate group

in terms

or

personality characteristics, early childhood experiences,

sexual identitys life style, etc.

This studyi, in contrast, will focus

on lesbianism. as a relationship between women.
Ir one were to define lesbian marriage as a relationship in which

two women have lived together with strong emotional and sexual involvement
for a year or more, (which is tha operational definition which will be
used in this

p~per)

then lesbian marriages frequently occur.

Saghir and

Robins (197J) report that in their sample of 57 homosexual women (members of tho D~ughtars of Bilitis :L~ Chicago and San Francisco),

93%

had relationships lasting more than one year and accompanied by strong

emotional and sexual involvement. During young adulthood (age 20-29),
82~ of the sampled woman ware involved in a homosexual relationship

'
•·
l.

2

lasting more than one year.

Of these women, age 20-29, who were having

or

affairs, 8~ lived with their partner, 80~

the total living with

their partner for a year or more.
TABLE I

AVERAGE DURATION OF
Age range of group (yrs.) I
in.zears
I

LF~BIAN

15-19 (N=57)

AFFAIRS

i

20-29 (N=56)

Duratio~

No a:tfiars

f

42

I

1:3

1-3
4-6
1-9
lo+

10

18

8

80

12
4

Brl

2

13

37
7

15

0
0

0
0

1
l

2
2

46

a2

i..s

Total with affairs

f

!

~

74

26 · l

r JO+ (H=25

I

!....

32

70

l

24
6

0

0

iz

6L_

Note.- 11Affair" is defined as a sexual relationship lasting ayear or

longer.
Note.-Source: Saghir and Robins. Mde and Female Homosexuality,
Baltimore: The William.s and Wilkens Company, 1973.

TABLE II
DURATION OF TIME DURING WHICH THOSE-HAVING AFFAIRS LIVED
WITH THEIR PARTNERS
Age range of group
Duratj.on of affair (:vrs.

15-19 (N=l5

!

None

7

47

l

8

1-J

53

0
0
0
0

0

4-6

7-9

10+

0
0
0

20-29 (N=46)

i

5

4
28

1
1
l

JO+ (N=l6)
f

11

9

61
15
2
2

2

12

_,

31

7

41-•

l
l
0

6

"

6

0

Total living tr.i th partner _I · 8.....
23
J..._lfl.
_89
I 14
.§.
Note.- Source: Saghir and Robins, Male ar1d Female Hon1osexual1;_~,

1973.
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Considerable research has been done on marriage as a heterosexual institution.
sexual unions.

T'nis research has not been duplicated on homo-

A purpose 0£ this present research is to examine

Jk~st

findings of research on heterosexual marriage and to investigate their
appli~bility.

it any, to lesbian marriages.

§!.lection Of Marital Partners
According to.Tharp (1963), marriage research began in the lS.SO's
with Pearson's comparisons of the anthropometric characteristics of

spouses, and from that time until our own, the organizing issue in all
mating research has remained the same, namely the degree of similarity
between husbands and wives..

That i.s, do

11 likes

marry likes 11 (homogruny) •

or do "unlikes 11 marry (heterogamy)?

When cultural variables are considered, sociology has produced convincing evidence for the homogamy of severalo Hollingshead (1950) ca:r·ried
out a definitive piece of

researc..~

demonstrating homogamy with raspect

to race, age, relig-lon, ethnic origin. and social class~

Katz and Hill

(1958) reviewed the literature and added residential propinquity to t.he

sociological variables influencing mate selection.
Beginning in the 1920 1 s sociologists extended their investigations
to psychologi.cal factors affecting ma.te selection.
by Burgess and Cottrell, King,

~eke,

In the early studies

Terman, Kirkpatrick and others, that

has been summarized by Burgess and Wallin in their book Engagement and
Ma~.v~~e

(1953), homogamy - not heterogamy - seems the

~etermining

variable, although relationships are of a very low order.

For ex.ample,

Burgess and Wallin reported that of tha 42 items of the Th.urstone Neurotic

4
Inventory, 14 showed a greater than chance expectation of homogamy for
engaged couples.

l"hese ranged from (in ratio of obtained to expected

sixitilarity) 1.17 to 1.04.

Comparable results are reported for items

on the Berl)reutar Personality Inventory and the Strong Interest Test
by

Terman (1938)
. In 1954, R. F. Winch added a new dimension to the homogamy- hetero-

gamy issue by elaborating the theory of complementary naeds.
by

Tharp (196J),

Sumi.urized

the theory holds

t;hat though homogamy of social characteristics establishes a
field of ellgibles 1 , mate selection within thi.s field is
determined by a specific kind of heterogamy of motives - complementar.i~y. This complementarity may be of two kinds:
(a)
that in which partners differ in degree of the same need, or
(b) differ in kind of need. The mate is selected who offers
the greatest probability of providing m~ximum need satisfaction, as the partners act according to their complementary pattern of motives. {p. 104).
1

Research attempts at verification of this theory have had mixed
results.

Winch himself (1954) found that when he used clinical inter-

views to make judgements of pattern of needs that the complementary
theory was supported.

However, when T.A.T. protocols were used the evi-

dence tended to favor a homogamous theory of attraction.

The needs

studied were 12 taken from· Murray's list.
Boverma.n and Day (1954), using the Fliwards Personal Preference
Schedule (EPPS) whi.ch drew from Murray• s needs list and includes 10
of the 12 needs used by Wincht were unable to find support for the
complementar~

theory.

On same-need matching, more evidence was found

for homogan1y than for complementarity; and on different-need matching

no evidence was found for either.

5
Schellenberg and Bee (196o) again used the SPPS on couples recently marri-ed, engaged or going steady.
I

l

j'

I

All the evidenee was in

favor of homogamy, not complementarity, and was statistit?ally signi:f'icant for marrieds and f oi· th~ total group.

Katz and Krauss (196o)

compared husband-vita pairs with randomly assigned pairs, using tha
EPPS.

Tile results were overwhelmingly opposed to

Hoburt

~nd

~omplementarity.

Lindhold (1963) found evidence to support the homogamous

theory; Kerchhoff and Davis (1962), the complementary theory; and Nesselroad (196?) using the 16 Personality Factor test found support for the
homogamous theory with some variables and the complementary theory
with others.

Karp, Jackson and Lester (1970) suggested that. part

or

the

reason for diffel'iJlg .. results.was that Winch didn't adequately define
on which traits or needs complementary selection was likely to hold.

They proposed a corollary to the complementary need theory of mate
s~le.ction.

'

'

The corollary presented the theory of ideal-self" fulfill-

ment and proposed that two

!actor~

operate in mate selection:

(a)

homogam.ous trait matching so that a mate will be chosen who is perceived as resembling the self; and (b) where the actual-self differs

from the ideal-self, a mate will be perceived as resembling the
self rather than the actual-self.

ideal~

Fifty engaged women who were asked

to rate their actual-self .and ideal~self

and

fiance 1 s actual-self

using 54 adjectives fr-om the Interpersonal Checv.J.ist supported both

hypotheses.
Karp, at al. mention that they hope to do additiol'..al research on

idenl-sel.!. fulfillMent using different populations.

.f!>

4>-'r

~. :i

..

{·t~:~·~

.:

'!his study is

6
investigating whether her findings apply as well to childless lesbians.
Tho hy-potheses to be tested in this section, as well as all others. in
this thesis, should be taken to apply only.to the population of women
aged 22 or over who are involved in the women's movement (or to th.air
husbands in some cases).

The

hypo~eses

are:

!!!.!:.• In childless lesbian marriages, or among unmarried lesbians with lovers, the perception of the spouse or lover resembles the
perception of the actual-self.

!U.J?.•

L'l childless lesbian marriages, or among unmarried les-

bians with lovers, for traits where perception of the actual-self
differs from the perception of the ideal-self, the perception of the'
spouse or lover resembles the perception of the ideal-self.
Marriage And Health
There is a considerable research literature which shows that
· whil_e heterosexual marr_iage appears benefi'cis.1 in almost every regard
for men, this is not necessarily so for women.

Thus while married

women. like married men, do live longer than their single counter~

parts, mnrried men over the age of 45 have better health than never-

l

'

.
~

married

~en,

but married women have worse health than never-married

women throughout adulthood.
When psychological health or well-being is considered the same
pattern emerges

of married men

:nen, while the reverse
is when the

me~sure

of

j,s

having the

true of women.

well-beL.~g

~dvantage

over never-married

One clear exception to this

used is self-reported happiness.

In

studies by Gurin, Vero!f and Feld (195?), Bradburn and Caplowitz (1962)

7
Bradburn (1963) and Knupfer, Clark and Room (1966), both married man

and married wozuen more often reported themselves happy than their

single counterparts.

Single :women, however, generally report them-

selves happy in larger proportions than single man.

TABLE III
PERCENT OF HEAL'!"dT- MF..N AND WOMEN BY MARITAL STATUS AND AGE

Women
Never Married
Married

Men

A!m

Range

Married

17-44
45-64

91,,8

1

·

Never Married

~-

ao.o

~·

~

94.o

91.4
80.9

92.7
73.0
47.4

8)02

48.8.
65.2
57.6
Note.-The source is an unpublished table of the National Center for
Health Statistics. Data are from 1968 Health Interview Survey. Found in
65+

Bel'lla.rd (1972)0
.
.
~ealth defined i."'l tems of absence of chronic condition or restricted

activity.
Using other measures unmarried women appear healthier than married
women.

In

a very early study,

Willoughby

(1938) compared men

and women,

married and unmarried, in various age groups. He found .that married more
than

~rried

women reported that they were

tro~bled

by ideas that people

were watching them on the street, were fearful of f'alling when on high
places, had their feelings easily hurt, were happy a.nd sad by turns
without apparent reason, regretted impulsive statements, cried easily,
felt hurt by criticism, sometimes felt miserable, found it hard to make
up their minds, sometimes felt grouchy, were burdened by a sense of remorse,
worried over possible misfortune, changed interests quickly, were .bothered
when people watched them perform a task, would cross the ·$treat to avoid
meeting people, were upset when people crowded ahead of them in line,

'i.

'J.

...
.,t,..,-,.

.. '~"

~.ff(:

"'

I

I

Knupfer et al., San Francisco,

1.962

I

19

I

I

I

31

lJ

9

14

8

15

11

I 14

I

I
7

l 7

,. 11

I

13

11

I 18

I

I

'

l

I

35

27

J6

I

I

I

18

27

26

I·
I
l 16 i
19
I 24
I 21
7
10
12
Note.-The source i f .Knupfer, Clark and Room, The marital health of the unma.rried. American
Journal of Psychiatry, 1966, 122, p. 842.

Bradburn, five urban and suburban communities, 1963
I

Bradburn et_ al •• four rural
Ill. communities, 1962

1957

Gurin, et al., national sample

-

Study

SUMMARY OF STUDIES COMPARING HAPPINESS OF SINGLE AND MARRIED MEN AND WOMEN

TABLE 'IV

I

I

I

co

36

27

43

9
would rathe·r stand than take a front seat when late, were self-conscious

their appearance, and felt prevented from giving help at the scene

.

~bout

I·

ot an accident.
A. study of midtown lldtnhattan residents (Srole, et al., 1962) found
single men to be more often judged :impaired mentally than married men,
while the rev·erse was true 0£ women except for those between the age of

40 and 49. Genevieve Knupter, et al. (1966) found depression,. severe
1

neurotic SYltlptoms, phobic tendency and passivity to have a higher inci-

dance among single than among married men, but a lower incidence among
single than among married women.

U.S. Department

l

or Health,

F.ducation and

~

i

.;

Welfare data. indicate that while married men had fewer than expected

symptoms _of

psy~hologica.l

Tb.e reverse is true.
h

or

distress, married women had more than expected.

never marrie4 men and women.

Finally Dorothy Ross

an unpublished study 11 The Story of the Top One·Percent of the Women

at Michigan
wom~n

~"tate

University" (reported by Bernard, 1972) .found that those

who married lost independence and 01lupulse

expres~on";

after

marriage they became more submissive and conservative.
TABLE V
PERCENT .OF IMPAIRED MALE AND F~E RESPO?IDENTS
IN MIDTC.JiN MANHATTAll MENTAL HEALTH
SURVEY BY AGE AND MARITAL STATUS
I

Men

Ae:e

Married
20-29

30-39
40-49 .
50-59

ll.7

19.6

Women
Single
20.5

Married
1).4

J0.4

22.1

Single

11.2
12.l
. . 24.6

19.0
18.l
;7.5
25.?
46.l
I
25.6
30.6
Note.- Source: Leo Srole 9 et al., Mental hea~th in_:the metroRol~.

New York: McG:cZl.w-Hill. 1962, PP• 177-178.

1

I

10

'

TABLE VI
SELECTED PERSONALITY DIMENSIOllS AMONG MARRIED MEN AND WOMEN
30 IF.A.RS OF AGE OR OVER BY. MARI'U.. L STATUS

(PER CENT SCORING HIGH)
Men

Woman

Single
Single
Marr:i.ed
Personalitv dixa.ension
Married
Depression
.50
3.5
37
54
4
11
Severe neurotic symptoms
17
JO
44
40
Phobic tendency
55
JO
66
50
57
?4
Passivitv
Note.-Source: Knupfer. et al., The mental health of the unmarried, -American Journal of Psychiatry, 1966, ~. p. 842.

-

-

TABLE VII
SELECTED SlMPTOMS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTRESS AMONG MARRIED AND NEVER
MARRIED MEN AND WOMEN

Men
M.a.rried Nover married
I

Svmntom
Nervous breakdown

Felt impending
nervous breakdown
Nervousness

'."".7"6'--

-.51

+.31

+1.00

-.07
-1.05
+.29

Women
Married Never married

+.57

-.86

-.18

-4.48

+1.05

-J.04

Inertia.
+1.00
-.76
-J.04
Insonuda
+.6o
+1.92
-1.68
-1.17
Trembling hands
•• 76
-.23
-.52
-.54
Nightmares
+1.28
o.oo
-2.)5
-.15
Perspiring hands
+.55
.38
--1~18
-1.18
Fainting
+.81
+.26
-.11
+.09
Headaches
+.Bo
-1.91
+.97
-1.63
Dizziness
+.24
;..79
-.10
-2.99
+.02
Heart Palnitations
+.46
-1.87
-1.41
Note.-0.00 is expected frequancy.
Noto.-Sourea: National Center for Health Statistics, Selected
§Y!ilPtoms of psychological dist~ess, U.S. Department of Health, F,d...
uca.tion and Welfare,- 1970, Table 17, pp. 30-Jl.
l
l

I.
~

11

This study is investigating whether it is also true of lesbian
women that single women are psychologically healthier than married

women.

The hypotheses to

be

tested are:

!!&!.• Never married childless lesbians are psychologically
healthier than lesbians who are involved in a c...111.ldless lesbian marriage.
~·

Lesbians who are involved in a childless, lesbian marriage

are psychologically healthier than women involved in a childless heterosexual marriage.
Marital Satisfaction
Though approximately the same percentages of women a6 men tend to
say that their marriage is happy (Teman, 1938; ·Burgess and Cottrell.

1939: Gurin, Vero££,

and Feld,

1960; Vero!! and Feld, 1970), Locke (1951)

.round that among happily married couples, fewer wives than husbands report
agreement with their spouse on such family problems as finances, recreation,
religion, affection, friends, sex, in-laws, time together, and life
and goals; and more ·:wives report serious marital di.f'ficUlties.

a:ims

The pro-

portion of those happily married wives who.reported no difficulties at
all was considerably lower· than the proportion of happily married men who
reported none.

The wives reported problems in more than twice as many

areas as did their husbands.

Likewise in a national sampl&

Verorr.

et al ••

(1970) found that women more often than men stated tb.at there were problems
in their mart"ia.ges (5~ of mothers and 3</f,'or childless wives versus 4?%

ot fathers arA 31% of childless husbands). Without specif'ying sources
(though listing an extonsive bibliography), Jesse Bernard (1972) states,
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There is a considerable research literature reaching back
a generation ·which shows that: more wives tl;lan husbands
report marital frustration anc dissati&faction; more report

o·~r

negative reelings; more wives than husbands consider their
marriages unhappy, have considered separa.tio n or divorce,
have regretted their marriages; and fewer report positive
compa.nsionshi~. Only about half as many' wives (2.5~) as
husbands (45%) say there is nothing about their marriage
that is not as nice as they would like. And twice as many
wives (about a ·fourth) as husbands (12~) in a Canadian
sample say that they would not remarry the same partner or
have doubts about it. Understandably, therefore, more wives
than husbands seek marriage counseling, and more wives than
husbands initiate divorce p~ceedings •. (p. 26).
Thi~

study is investigating how the marital satisfaction of

women· in a. lesbian marriage compares with the marital satisfaction of
women involved in a heterosexual marriaga.
(Ren~e,

Since several studies

.1970; Bollings and Feldman, 1970) have found that th.a presence

of children i i inclined to have a negative effect on marital satisfaction, particularly for the wife, only childless marriages are
being

conside~d.

!!.J..

The hypothesis is:

Marital satisfaction is higher among lesbians who are

involved in a childless lesbian marriage than among women

~volved

in

a childless heterosexual marriage.

JSspectations And Ag.justments To Marriage
Burgess and Wallin (1953) asked:a sample of husbands and wives
three to five years after marriage who made the greater adjustment in
m.arruge, !'the prepor.t.derance of replies ••• was that the wives made the
greater

adju~tment".

Both husbands and wives agreed.

Hurvitz (1959) devised a Marital Roles Inventory which dealt
with functional

rales.

t•'~~;.r

,.·l ~.'

'

•'

l)
Funct~onal role~

are the behavioral aspect of the status

ot husband. or wife, the role-set that includes all the activities whi-:h link the individual as an actor to the social
struc~ure.
The husband's function.tl l"Oles include· e,a.nrl.ng the
living, being a companion to his wife, and being a model 0£
men for his children; the wife's functional roles include
being the homemaker, being a companion to her husband, and
caring for the children's everyday needs. (p. 106)·.

The inventory contains a list of role-sets !or the husband and

a list. of role-sets £or the wife.

One set of instructions requests

ea.ch spouse to number her/his own role-set ltin the order

of

importance

in 1-ilich you actually carry out your roles or :functions in your f'andly

at the present time. 11 '!his procedurti> gives the rank order of the
. spouse's performance of her/his ~· functional roles.

'l'he second set

of instructions requests each spouse to number her/his mate's role-

set rtin the way you

wan~

or prefer your wif'e (husbarld) .to carry out lier

(his) roles or functions in your family at the present time."
In a middle-class sample

ot 104 couples Hurvitz found (at a

significance level of p "- .OOl) that the wives'

perfo~nce

of their

functional roles is more like their husbands' expectation o! them than
the husbatxls 1 performance _of their functional roles is like their

wives expectations of them.
There is a lack of data on what f':1Jl~iona.l roles for the ~artners

in a lesbian l?1a.rriage might be (if
roles, given that lesbian marriages
munity at larg.a).

i~

fact there are such functional

~re

not approved of by the com-

Role-sets ndght exist., however, that link the partner
·'

i..'l a lesbian marriage to the social structure 0£ a

lesb~n

comm.tuli.ty.

A

modification of the role-sets def'ined by Hurvitz will be used to investigate the following hypothesis in raga.rd to

·:·~~·

adjus~onts

in marriage:
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Spouses in childless lesbian marriages make more nearly

equal amounts o! adjustment in marriage than do spouses in childless
heterosexual marriages.
Interpersonal Perception And Marital Satisfaction
Although the classic studies of marriage used self-ratings and
ratings by others as techniques in .marriage research, Kell7 (1941) was ·
the first to consider perception of personality as an operative force
in its own right:

"the actual relative position of the husband and wife

on a personality trait continuum are not as important in determ.ing their
com.patib"ility

as

the belief of the husband and wife

_tive positions on these scales. 11

regardi..~g

(p. 193). He used his

J6

their rela-

item person-

ality rating scale, aclmiJ:listered for self-perception and perception of
spouse to investigate this proposition.

He found that subjects rate

themselves less favorably than they rate their spouses, and less favorably

than they are rated by their spouses.

The Burgess-Terman-Miles Compati-

bility Index was also administered to each subject, yielding the .findings
that high c·ompatibility is associated with more favorable self-ratings,

and accompanied by spouse ratings which are yet more favorable.
findings hold true for both husband.and wife.

These

Kelly concludes that an

individualJs persor..a.l satisfaction :i.n marriage is related both to the
self-regard and to the judgement of the self's inferiority or superiority
vis,...a.-vis the spouse.

Pr:eston, Paltz, Mudd a.nd Froscher (1952) used a group of

55

couples w:ho had r()ceived premarital counseling (tha more happily married
group) and ll6 couples who had received pest-marital counseling (the less

/ 1:..,/ .. .: ~·~~...
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happily married group).

Using a personality rating scale o! 17 item.s -

selected !ropi those used by Kelly (1941) and Burgess and Cottrell (1939) ltelly' s resuJ.ts were substantially verified, except that the less-happily

married men judged their wives much more severely than themselves.

Further

results were that (a) sell-ratings of spouses show positive correlations

ot the same order as those of the classic studies with a tendency !or
greater congruence in happy than in unhappy couples (Median correlations

=

.)() and .19, respectively); (b) Higher correlations occur, however, beThis tendency is likewise

tween ratings of self and ratings of spouse.

stronger with more happily marrieds.
I>,mond. 1 s

(1954) study dealt with a spouse's ability to predict her/
Using 15 sub-

his mate 1 s responses to items on a personality inventory.
jects well known to her with a mean length of

mar~age

of 10.4 years9 one

hundred MMPI items, pertaining to interaction with others, were administered

to each with instructions to answer for oneself

and then

to predict the

In order to control for stereotype of reply, all items

spouse's answer.

which were answered uniformly by more than two-thirds o:t the group were

eliminated, leaving 55 items.
of the marriage as

r~ted

Scores were then related to the haJ>piness

by the.subjects themselves and
""~

rating.

The usual finding occurred:

·- .

happily married spouses resembled

each ot.b.er more than the unhappily married.
also verified:

do ullhappy•s.

ya.lidated by Dymond. 1 s

~

Her principle hYPOthesis was

happy• s predict mate's replies significantly bett.er than

Further there is significantly" less association between

similarity of self-spouse and accuracy of prediction in
1

~-!arried

~he

blind ••• the

the unhappy group.

Dymond concludes,

better each

understands the other's perception of himself and his

~artner

..

~ ......'I

.-

~

love is not

happy than in

16
world, the more satisf'actoey the

rela~ionship.n

(p.171).

These studies indicate that with increase in self-similarity,
increase of perceived self-similarity and increase in predictive ability,
happiness is greater.

Corsini (1956a,b) using 20 volunteer students and
as
'

j .
'

subj~cts,

th~ir

spouses

used the Burgess-Waµin scale to assess marital happi.."less.

A So-item. adjective Q sort was sorted !our times by each subject:
.for self, (b) for spouse, (c) prediction

the spouse's description of the subject.
.to couples was checked by drawing

rand~m

or

(a)

spouse, and (d) prediction of

Every conclusion with respect

samples

or

non-couples, and the

same operations !or couples duplicated. He agreed that (a) happiness is
associated with similarity 0£ self-perceptions (how wife sees herself x
how husband sees·himseli'), (b) understanding of the mate is not related to
similarity of seli' and mate.

However he

~lso

discovered that although

understanding can be shown to exist between husbands and wives, this
understandi..~g

is related to marital happiness only in those comparisons

when tha husband is the target of Q sorts (that is, wite 1 s predietion
i·

er

husband's sel! perception x husband's self perception;:and husband's

prediction of wife's perception of him. x wite 1 s.perception cf husband).
In these instances, husba?Xl-wife correlations vary positively with marital

happiness for both mates.

'!his suggests that it is the husband's role in

marriage that is the crucial one for marital satisfaction of both spouses.
However, Corsini then showed that the above-stated relationship was no more
I

true for husband and wife than for ra.ndomJ.y-paired men and women who did

not even know each other.

This led him to suggest that the relevant

relationship may e:xist. between mar:ttal happiness and a. stereotYped

. -<-vr ~.

,,,r..
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conception o! the husband. He then demonstrated that the greater if conformity" o! male self-perception (measured by the mean correlations for

each male against all other ?ftales) is positively correlated with happiAess tor both husband and wife.

perception

or

None of these relationships

hol~

when

the female is the variable considered.

All this suggests that congruence, necessary for

happine~s,

be-

t'1een self-perception and perception by the spouse is particularly
crucial for the male; further, that agreement as to the qualities of
the husband most often partakes largely from widely shared expectations
of husbandly qualities.

Luckey (1960) lends support to tJiese ideas.

Eighty-one couples,

all of some education at the University of Mi."l?l9sota, wera selected
:Crom a much larger

subj~ct-pool

in

o~er

to provide two groups highly

differentiated on the Locke and Te.rma.n marital happiness scales.

The

Leary Interpersonal Checklist was completed by- each subject for self,
spouse, ideal self. mother and father •. Luckey•s results support
Corsini 1 s.

Satisfaction in marriage is related to the

congru~nce

of

the husband's self-concept and that held of him by the wife. .The re·lation does not hold for concepts of ~ives.
to:

Happiness is also related

(a) congruence of the husband's self .and ideal self concepts; (b)

congruence of husband's self-concept.· and ~~s coneept 0£ his £atherl and
(c) congruence of the wive•s concepts of their husbands and concep s of
'•

their fathers.

Tharp (1963) summarizes tb.ese results as follows:

It seems, therefore, that tha maxim.ally happy marital situation can be described as follows: husband and wife agree that
he is as h!, 'Wishes to be. namely, like his rather; and as ~
wishes l;im.to be, namely like her 1 s. Surely this broad area of
agreement is the culturally defi11ed ma.le sex-role - more specifically, the ma.la subrole o! husband. (p. 101).
>

j

.,.

~

......

•

~~ h~:~

..

~..;.... ~

~

,J
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Stuckert (1963) came up with similar results.

He used the Bur-

gess-Wallin ·scale ot marital satis!action and tha ten parsonp.lity needs
most frequently listed in a study of marital choice by Strauss (1947),
incl~ding:

l~

Importance of love

2.

Being able to confide in one's spouse

in marriage

J. Showing affeotion
~.

Respecting one's ideals

5. Appreciating the achievements of the other
6. Understanding the other's needs

7.

Helping in making important decisicns

8.

Stimulating the other's ambition

9. Showing respect for the other
10.

Giving self-confidence in relations with other people

These ten roles were ranked for importance by each spouse three
· times.

The respondents were asked to evaluate the relative importance

of these factors in regard to: (a) their importance in marriage in
general; (b) their importance in his/her own ~rriage; (c) their importance from the point of view o! his/her spouse.
Using couples early in marriage, he found:

(n) the accuracy with

which the wife perceives the marital expectations of her husband is
related to her marital satisfaction; (b) the accuracy of the husband's
perception of his wife's views is not associated with satisfaction.
Finally, Taylor (1967) used the Wallace Marital Success Test to
obtain an adjusted and an unadjusted group

',.t'~~~\i ~"°' ,~ L.: ">Ji("..!' ~
r

";~:

or

.50 couples each, who also
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tilled out interpersonal Cileoklists tor self', spouse, how spouse sees

you, how spou&e views self'.

The following were found to have a positive

relationship to marital sa.tisf'aotion:

(a.l)

band• s self'-perception and wife 1 s perception

Congru~nce

or

between the hus-

husband, t score

= 4.58;

(a.2) Congruence of wif'e 1 s self-perception with husband. 1 s perception
wif'e, ~t

=2.57;

(b.l) Congruence between the husband's

or

se~-perception

and the wife's prediction of the husband's self-perception, ·t = 2.64;
(b.2) Congruence between the wife's perception of the husband and the

husband's prediction of the

wife~s

perception of him, t = 2.19.

Con-

gruence between wife's self-perception and husband's prediction of wife's
self-perception, and congruence between the husband's psrception of wife
and the wife's prediction of the husband's perception of her, were not

significantly related to marital satisfacti on.

Taylor concludes "the

findings suggest that empathic (defined as ability to predict another's
perception) accuracy is more significant with respect to perception of the
husband than in perceptions of the wife." (p. 24).
Another intraimividua.l finding is that a subject 1 s .reeling that
their spouse agrees with their perception is positively related to mari.,
tal satisfaction.

That is: (a) Congrueno~·between husband's se;lf-per-

ception and husband 1 s prediction

0£

wifa•s.,perception of him, t

= 6.15;

(b) Congruence between husbard's perc~ption of wife and husband's predic·tion of wift?'S p~rception

or

hersef.f. t. = 3.57; (c) Congruence between

vif'e 1 s self"-perception and wife's prediction of husband's perception of

her, t

=6.J9;

(d) Congruence between vita's perception of husband and·

wif'e's prediction ot husband's peroaption

or

himself, t = 3.37.

"'.w· ~,~,~·,$il·.,1''~ ~ ·~-~: ~ ,;.. ~ .. 'y~,,, ·,5i!.frr:-
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To summarize these research finds:

l.

The self-ratings of spouses are positively correlated and

there is greater similarity with greater marital happiness;
2.

Self'-ratings and ratings of spouse are even more highly

correlated and. again there is greater similarity with greater marital
happiness;

3•. ~.arital satisfaction is positively correlated with congruence between husband's self-perception and w.ii"e*s perception
band.

or

hus-

It has sometimes been .found also to be correlated with· congru-

ence between wife's self-perception and husband's perception of wif'e but

correlations are generally of a lower order.;
4~

Marita:~

ence between:

satisfaction is positively correlated with congru-

(a) husband's .self-perception and hus}?and 1 s prediction ot

wite•s perception of him.; (b) husband's perception of vif'e and husband's

prediction of wife's

percep~ion

of herself; (c)

~"1.fe 1 s

self-perception

and wil'e 1 s prediction of husbam•s perception of her; ~ (d) wife's

perception of husband and wife's prediction
himself.

or

husbani's perception of

In other words marital satisfaction is positively correlated

with thinking that too spouse agrees -·With on~ 1 s

ow'll

perception, parti-

cularly one's own perception of oneself;

5.

M&rltU satisfaction is positively correlated wit.11 congru...

ence between hµsbarn•s self-perception and wife's prediction of hus~'s

self-per.ception, and with cong~enee between ·wifa•s perception

of husband and busbam 1 s prediction of wife's perception.· or him;

6.

~~rital

ence between:

satisfaction is positively correlated with congru-

.Ca) husband 1 s soll'-perception a..'l<i his iQ.eal-self
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perception; (b) husband's self-perception and his perception

or

his

father; (c).wife 1 s perception o! husband and her· perception of her

father; (d) husband's self-perception al'd a. stereotype

or

1

tilusband".

Tharp (1963) suggests that some findings of role theorists help
explain the findings that congruence of perception when the husband is
the target is more important to marital satisfaction than when the wife
is the target.

I will

summari~e

some of the theories and studies he

mentions.
Tha.rp states that the role analysis approach t_o marriage has had

·its advocates for :many years.

Kargman (1957) has

argued for the effic-

acy of .role analysis, as opposed to the intrapsychic approach, in enabling
both counsellor and client to appreciate marriage relationship problems.
Ea.:rlier, Mangus had presented an elaboration of. role theory as it might
.be.applied to marriage counselling.
ted

psychosocia~

Tharp states that the most sophistica-

treatment of marriage relationships now available is

that of Parsons and Bales (1955).
Parsons demonstrates that in the process of development,
need dispositions, object relationst and identification are
inextricably related; so that although needs raa.y certainly
be considered as relatively enduring·, as an individual finds
himself engaged in a given social interaction, or assuming a
given social role, this situation organizes the enduring
need units. Any theory of action must deal not with the iso· lated units but with the role-ascribed organ.tzation of these
units. Thus, "role-expectation is -itself a. motivational unit 0 •
(Parsons and Bales, 1955, p. 10?). (Tharp, 1963, p. 109).
Parsons, himself, offers this metaphor:
•••highly differentiated need dispositions constitute a
kind of Hkeyboard. 11 • A given role orientation is a tune played
on that keyboard. Many different tunes will strike the same
notes but in different combinations, and some will be altogether
omitted from some tunes ••• the pattern of the tune is not
deducible from the structure of the keyboard. (Parsons, ot al.,
1955, P• 171).

-;t~\"4\.. ·
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'l'he

t~

dominant roles are the mnle and female sex roles.

Fol-

lowing an analysis of child socialization in terms of family stru.ctiires.
Parsons concludes:
It this ge~eral analysis is correct, then the most fundamental difference between the sexes in personality t3}Je is that
relative to the total culture as a whole the masculine personality tends more to the predominance of instrumental interests, needs a?d tunotions 0 presumably in whatever social system both sexes are involved, while the feminine personality
tends more to the primacy- of expressive interests, nee~s arxi
!unctions. We would expect, by and large, that other things
being equal, men would assume more technical, executive and
"judicialH roles, women more supportive, integrative and
~ension-managing 11 roles. (p. 101).

Parsons then applies these principles to marriage roles.

In

his system there are two primary axes of personality differentiation,
power and

instrumental~expressive.

power equalization is the norm.

·In marriage he theorizes that

As to the instrumental-expressive

axis,
••• the husband has the primary adaptive responsibilities
relative to the outside situation, and that internally he is
in the first instance 11 giver of care," or plea.sure, and
secondarily the giver o! love, l.'1lerea.s the w:if e is primarily
the giver of love and secondarily the giver or care or pleasure.
(Parsons ani Bales, 1955. P• 151).
Tharp (1963) says that the most ambitious attempt to test Parsons l hypothesis has been that of Farber (1957).

Parsons and Balas

(195.5) make the broad assignment of task oriented roles to the husbtuxi,
and socioemotional roles to the wif'e (each role being subordinate to

the common value system).
third was:

Farber used three variables, of which the

J. Socioemotional ValuaUe11·:.

i..--i Interaction:

measured by

the following five values, 'Which, a.long with others, were ranked by

subjects in order of importance:

.

·';~/;}

(a)

11 compa.nionship 0 •

•

~4

• -':

the family

2J
meJnbers feeling com.!ortable with each other and being able to get along

togetbei·; (b.)

"Personali~y

development ff, contin~ed increase in family

members ability to understand and get along with people and to accept
responsjbility; : · (c) ttsatisfaction" of family members

.

'

af'fe~ion

'nth

amount of

shown," feeling that the members of the family really need

ea.ch other emotionally and trust es.eh other fully; and (e)

11 a

home 11 ,

having a place where the family members feel they belong, where they
feel at

e~se,

and where other people do not interfere in their lives.

From ·this Farber hypothesized:

l.

The rankings of items relating

to socioemotional aspects of interaction by wives tends to be higher than

the rankings'by their husbands.

He used 90 couples in his sample and

. found that, as !or Hypothesis 1, Parsons' prediction of husband-wife
ditferentiation in marriage roles along an instrumental-expressive axis

was confirmed.
Tharp (1963) summarizes the research on interpersonal perception
and instrumental-expressive roles and marital satisfaction as follows:

Modal role definitions exist and are sex di!!erentia.ted •
The husband
role is the more instrumental, the wife role the more exp1'essive-integrative. !he wite being therefore more accomod~ting.

. They are provided !or by parental identifications.

the husband mere rigid in role·_need_;; .. the likelihood of marital
success· is a !unction of t..'1.e husband 10s possession of the expected in~trumental needs and _capaci~ies. (p. 115).

These findings would apply to lesbian marriages only if ther-e
exists such a split of roles so that one partner is assigned the instrumental, task oriented roles arJ<i the other the expressive, inteIn this case it could be expected that

gra.tive, socioemotional roles.

the person in the instrumental role would be the one who made the least

~"":~;..

-

J., .•;

,.r
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a.djustments to marriage, and that perceptions and predictions with her
as the target would have more ef!ect on marital satsifaction than perceptions and predictions with her spouse as target.
this is to use the Index

or

One way to test

Strain scores, arbitrarily designating the

partner who made the least adjustments as ·being in the inst1-umental

role. and the other partner as being in the expressive rolee

.Since both partners would have had the socialization experiences
common to women· in our culture, the expectation would be that their
.

marital

.
role~

!!2!.•

would not differ, and so the hYPotheses to be tested are:

In childless lesbian marriages, congruence between the

_perception of the actual-self of the instrum.enta.l partner and the
spouse's perception of .the actual-self of this partner

wilf

have a

'positive relationship to marital satisfaction.

B2!2.•

In childless lesbian marriages, congruence between the

perception of the actual-self of the expressive partner and the spouse 1 s
~~is

perception of the actual-self of
rel.ationsh~p

H2c•

partner will have a positive

to marital satisfaction.
In childless lesbian marriages, a pooled measure

.

gruence between the perception of the

'·

ac~ual-self

.)

or

con-

of the Instrumental

!

l:

..
~

partner and the spouse's perception ·~r th~ actual-self of this partner,
and of congruence between the perception of the actual-self of the

Expressive partner and the

spouse•s-~erc~ption

this partner will have a higher

posi~ive

ot the actual-self of

relationship to marital satis-

!action than either measure taken separately.
J!iq.

In childless lesbian marriages, congruence between the perth~

ception of the actual-self of

.;

.::

t-~

.}.

Instrumental partner and the spouse 1 s
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prediction of the actual-self perception of this partner (i.e. how the
expressive partn~r·thinks the Instrumental partner sees herself) will
have a positive relationship to marital satisfaction.
H5e.

In childless lesbian marriages, congruence between the per-

ception o! the actual-self' of the Expressive partner and the spouse's
pr.ediction

er

the actual-·self perception

or

this partner (i.e. how the

Instrumental partner thinks the Expressive partner sees herself) will

have a positive relationship to marital satisfaction.

H5f. In childless lesbian marriages, a pooled measure of congruence between the perception of the actual-self of the Instrumental

partner and the spouse 1 s prediction of the actual-self' perception of
~is

partner, and congruence between the perception of the actual-self

of the

~ressive

partner and the spouse's prediction of the actual-

selt perception of this partner will have a

h~gher

positive relation-

ship to marital satisfaction than either measure taken separately.

§2&. In

childless lesbian marriages, congruence between the

spouse's perception of the Instrumental partner and that partnar 1 s
prediction

or

the spouse's

percept~on

or

her (how the Instrumental part..; ...~

ner thinks the Expressive partner will sea her) will have a positive
~~

.

"'

relationship to marital satisi'aotio;i.
·.

!!ih· In childless lesbian

marri4ge~, _congruence between the

spouse•s perception of the Expressive partner and that partner's prediction of the spouse's perception

~f

her (i.e. how the Expressive

partner thinks the Instrumental partner perceives her) will have a
positive relationship 'to marital satisfaction •

•~,;""!

~:
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H51.

In childless lesbian marriages. a pooled measure of con-

gruence between the spouse's perception of the Instrumental. partner

and that

p~rtner 1 s

prediction of the spouse's perception

or

congruence between the spouse's perception

the

or

her, and

Ex.pressiv~'partner

and that pertner 1 s prediction of the spouse 1 s perception· of her will
have a higher positive relationship to marital satisfaction than
either measure

take~

separately.
'

,.

CHAPTER II
ME'lHOD

Sub.1ects

Subjects were volunteers from among women age 22 or older, who
were childless, and who were involved in the women's movement in Port- ·
land~

Oregon, through such organizations as A.Woman's Place Bookstore

and the Women 1 s Liberation School, as well as their friends, lovers and

husbands.
age, had

The never-married lesbians were on the average

15.4 years of education and had been involved

movement J. 7 years.

25 years of

in the·women's

The married lesbj.ans were on the average 28 years

of age, had 16.3 years of education, had been involved in the women's
movement 4.1 years and had lived

~~th

their lovers J.l years.

The

heterosexually married women were on the average 26 years of age, had
15~5 years of education, had been involved in the women's movement

years and had lived with their husbands or lovers J.4 years.

3.7

Their

husbanis (lovers) were on the average 27 years of age and had 15.7
years

or

education.

Though it is recognized that such women probably
~n

differ from the general population

such characteristics as age, level

of education and degree of radicalism, this source of subjects wa.s neecessary

beca~se

more heterogeneous lesbian organizations such as Daughters

ot Blitis do not exist in Portland a?Xi the lesbian movement that does
exist is integrated withil, certain segments of the women's movement.
This ot course, limits the generalizability of the da.ta obtained.

·~:.
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Subjects included 14 lesbians who were involved in a lesbian
marriage and their spouses, 14 women involved in a heterosexual marriage

and their husbands (the majority of these were not legally married),
14 lesbian women who had never been married according to the definition

or the study, and 6 lesbians who were ·neither "married .. nor "nevermarried 1 but who were involved in a sexual relationship at the time or the
study.

Umarried women were classified as

lesb~ns

on tile basis of

Kinsey's (1953) heterosexual-homosexual rating scale (see question J,
section II of the appendix).

Ii' a woman checked either ~hat she has

exclusively homosexual contacts, or basically homosexual with very infrequent heterosexual contacts, she was considered to be-a lesbian.
Design and Techniques of Measurement
A cover story (see section I of the appendix) was used to explain
the purpose or the study to potential subjects.

F.ach of the women were

asked to fill out a questionnaire of background information (see section II
of the appendix).

In addition subjects filled out various of other forms

(described below) according to which group they belonged to as can be
seen in TABLE VIII.

All forms were filled out at the

subjec~s

own con-

venience.
Interpersonal Checklist (ICL).

The ICL is a list

and adjective phrases each of which can be placed along

~r
t~o

128 adjectives
intersecting

axes whose dimensions are affection-hostility and dominance-passivity.
'lhe subject is instructed to check those adjectives that apply to whomever or whatever she/he is describing.

In the present study these were

used to describe yourself as you actually are, yourself as you would

Foms

~

Groups

ICLs how you think you~_sp~use sees herself
(himself)
how you think your spous~ sees you

Socioemotional Valuation Index

I

I

'
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Marital-Adjustment Test
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FORMS FILLED OUT BY DlFFERENT GROUPS OF SUBJECTS

TABLE VIII

I

(l)

ti)

*

CJ r-i

~~

M..0

~5
Q) erl

r-f Cll

~

~t

C1S

Jo.~

l! >

Q)

"C ,..

l\)

'°

JO
ideally like to be, yaur lover or your spouse, a friend o! your lover or
a friend of your spouse, how you think

and how you

thin.~

~our

spouse sees herself (himself),

your spouse sees you.

S-I (Security-Insecurity) Inventorz.

The purpose

o~

the S-I

Inventory is stated by its developers as being to detect ·and measure
the feelilig of security (which they define as one of the most important
determinants of mental health, al.most to the point of being synonymous
with it).

Scores on the inventory (high scores indicate insecurity) are
. I

positively correlated with scores on the Thurstone
the Bernreuter neurotic tendency scale.

Ne~rotic

Inventory and

Reviewers in Buros Mental Measure-

ments Yearbook generally agree that the test is reliable and measures
what it purports to measure.

The i,nventory takes 10-15 minutes to com-

plete.
Marital Adjustment Te§t.

This is the short form Marital-Adjust-

ment Test developed by Harvey Locke and Karl Wallace (1959), with one
modification.

The test, along with

th~

points scored· tor each response

(placed iD. the answer spaces), is given in ;:;ection III of the appendix.

The modification is in que.stion 10 which in the original is
agreements arise they usually result in:

dis-

husband giving, in _ . wife

giving i n _ , agreement by mutual give and take-·"
form the possible responses are:

'"~en

In the modified

"me giving i n _ , spouse giving in_.

agreement by mutual. give and take - · " This short Marital-Adjustment
Test was constructed by using a limited number of items from among those
on longer tests that were shown to have the highest level of discrimination in the original studies.
range from 2-158 points.

1here are 15 items and possible scores

Split-half reliability by the Spearman-Brown

Jl
formula was found to be .90 in the original sample of 246 subjects.
Marital

Rol~S.

Inventoq.

'lhis is a modification of the Marital

Roles Inventory designed by Hurvitz (1959) which was mentioned in the

introduction.
aent Test.

It was added as questions 16 and 17 to the Marital Adjust-

The roles used are a. modification of those used by Hurvitz

(see section IV of the appendix.).

The roles which apply only to families

with children ha.ve been left out.

In addition the subjects must choo.se

between one of three different roles to rank in regard to supporting the
family, and doin.g the housework.

trarily assigned a

ra~

The roles that are not used are arbi-

of eight.

The Index of Strain is a measure of the difference between the
rank orders that the spouses assign to a particular role-set (their own
or the one applying to their :mate).

The husband 1 s Index of Strain is the

difference between the husband's and wife 1 s rank order of the.. husband 1 s
functional roles.

The same principle holds for the W"'....fe 1 s Index of

Strain, and that of the two lesbian spouses.

'lbe Irxiex of Strain is

computed by taking the cube root of the sum of the cubes of the dif.f erences
between the ranks the spouses assign to each role.

Hurvitz explains this

method of arriving at the Iniex of Strain·as follows:

'lhe 'index of strain is computed

by ta.king the cube root

ot the sum 0£ the di.ff erences between the ranks the spouses
assign to ea.ch role ••• In devising the Index of Strain two
considerations led to its development in its present form:
(1) The first consideration was that minor differences in
ra.nk position should not be penalized. When a husband ranks
roles A and B in a 1,2 order and his wife ranks them in a
2,1 order, this may be a verbal difference since both cannot be given the same position simultaneously. Such differences are not regarded as having great.significance; (2)
The second consideration was that major differences in rar~~
positions should be emphasized. When a husband. .ranks role

,

.i)-.......~.....,._

~")-····
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A and B in a 1,6 order. and his wife ranks them in a. 6.1
order, this is assumed to indieata considerable difference
between the two, and 11 cubing 11 the difference emphasizes the
divergance between the spouses. Taking the cube root 0£ the
sum. or the cubes of the dif.ferences between the ranking
brings the Index of Strain back to a workable figure and
rounds out the disparity between different scores that
may rep~sent approximately the same strain. (p. 109).

!.

Using this method the range in. the !Mex of Strain is
Socioemotional Valuation Index.

This

o~u.

is a list of nine

0£ the

ten values used by Farber (1957l in the study mentioned in the introduction. (the excluded value could only apply to families with child-

ren).

Subjects were asked to rank these in order

question

ia or the

or

importance as

Marital-Adjustment Test '(the final question 19 was,

''Who has made the greater adjustment in marriage? me _ m y spouse _

both equally _ . 11 ).
appendix.

These nln:e roles ara given in section V or the

'Ihe score is simply the sum of the ranks for the five

Socioemotional values with a lower score indicating greater importance
ascribed to those values.

"'
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Ideal Self Fulfillment
Hypothesis la. is:

In childless lesbian marriages, or among

unmarried lesbians with lovers, the perception of the spouse or lover
resembles the perception of the actual-self.
The actual-se1f, ideal-self 4nd spouse's actual-self (or lover's

actual-self') ICLs ware scored as

l\a.rp~

adjective by adjective· comparison.
terns of how the adjectives
for1t1s

coul~

et

al.

(19?0) did, using an

There are then eight possible patbe checked or not checked on the three

(NX" indicates the adjective was

~hecked).

"---
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I•

Pattern

~

~1-Self

x
x

A·

B

c

x

E

F

x

x
x
x

x

D

21?ouse

x

x

CJ-

H
'fbese data were calculated tor· tne 14 marriecl losbians (one or the
t110 lesbians in each co.uple was randomly chosen), then the spouse !CLs

were randomly paired with the origina.1
and the same data were calculated.

a~tual-self'

and ideal-seli' ICLs

Both ot these sets of data were:

then calculated for a larger group of' JS lesbians (the same 14 married
lesbians and 21 unmarried or never-married lesbians with lovers).
·Hypotb.esis la. was tested by comparing the number of adjectives
tailing in patterns A,C,F and H with the number falling in B,D.E, and G
tor the group

or 35

lesbians.

Hypothesis 2b. which concerned ideal-

selt fulfillment, was tested by comparing the number
falling in patterns

P am

same group of lesbians.

or. adjectives

E with the number falling in C and F for the
To see whether

spurious ones, the same comparisons were

t~e

results obtained could be

ms.d~

with random pairing of

the spouse ICL.
For the group of

3; lesbians who were married or had lovers the

number of adjectives checked in patterns A,C.F and H was greater than
the number cheeked in patterns B,C,E and G JS times (p< .0001).

The

average number of adjectives that were checked the same for both self'
ar.d spouse was

94.2. For the 14 married lesbians the number of adjectives

checked in patterns A,C,F and G was greater 14 tim.es (p

= .0001)

with an

-

"'_._ .... _____

..._...

t

~.._..,_ ..... ~ .,..,,...

~

T

,...-,,_~..._'>

35·
a~erage nlllltber

·or 96.5.

Fo~ the

35 lesbians the num.ber of adjectives

talling in A,C,F and H tor-the Self - Ideal-Self - Spouse ICL grouping

·was greater than for the Self' - Ideal-Self - random Spouse ICL grouping
26 ot 35 times (p <.

.oo;).

The average number ot adjectives for these

patterns tor the :randomly grouped ICLs was 87.86 •. For the 14 married
lesbians the number in patterns A,C,F and H was greater for the nonrandom ICL

gro~ping

lJ_ o! 14 times (p = .001), the average number o!

adjectives in those patterns for the random

.g~uping

being 84.79.

Hypothesis la. was accepted.
ihe following results are ones about :which no hypotheses were
made and so levels of significance should be considered less meaningful (those-that reach significance) than levels of significance of

results about which hypotheses were made.
sexua~l.y marr~ed

For the group of 14 hetero-

women tpe number of adjectives falling in patterns

A.,C,F and H was greater than those .falling in B,D,E and G 14 of 14
times (p

= .0001)-.

The average number was 8~.21 (as. com.pared to an aver-

age of 40 of the 58 possible in the Karp, et al. (1970) study •.
there are 128 adjectives on the
valent to 40.

Fo~

IC~,

Since

94.8 would be proportionately· equi..

best ~riend of fiance Karp, et al. found J8 matches -

equivalent to about 90).

The number was greater than for the random

grouping of ICLs 9 of 14 times (not significant).

Therefore, there is

insuf'tieient evidence to conclude, for heterosexually married women
involved in the

wo~en 1 s

movement, that the perception of the spouse

resembles the perception of the actual-self'.
For the group ot 14 heterosexually married men the number of
adje.ctives falling in patterns A,C,F and H was greater than those falling

. "'

~

-

...

'Oi

· . , . . - - . . . . . . ,., ...

.,,

..

-.

f

..

~
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1n B,D,E and G

14 or

14 ~imes (p = .0001).

The aver~ge number was 97.57.

Tb.a num.ber·was greater than for ths random grouping of ICLs 14 of 14

times (p

= .0001).

T'aese data indicate that, !or heterosexually mar-

ried men (married to '!omen involved in the women's movement), the per~eption

of the spouse resembles the perception of the actual-self.

HYPothesis lb. is:

In childless lesbian marriages. or among

unmarried lesbians with lovers, for traits where perception of the actualself differs from the perception of the

ideo.1-self~

the perception of the

spouse or iaver resembles the perception of the ideal-self.
For the group of 35 lesbians the number of adjectives falling in
pat.terns D and E was greater than the number falling in C and F 28 of 3.5
ti.mes (p .J. .001).

The average proportion falling in D and E was .5966.

The number was greater than for the random.ly

35 times

only ll of

was expected).

pai~

grouping of ICLs

(p 4 .OJ, but in the opposite direction from what

For the group of 14 married lesbians the number of adjec-

tives falling in patterns D and E was greater than the number falling in
C and F 13 of 14 times (p

= .001).

The average proportion was .6156.

The number was greater than for the randomly paired grouping of ICLs
only 6

or

14 times (not significa~t and not in the expected direction).

These data did not support the hypothesis.

For the group of 14 heterosexually married women the number of
I.

adjectives falling in patterns D and E was greater than the number

!

~alling in

l·
l

C and F 11 of 14 times (p = .0298).

The average prq,portion

falling in D ar.d E was .6486 (Karp et al. in 1970 found an average
proporti~n

of .6.34 for 50 heterosexual engaged women).

Despite this the

number of adjectives in D and E was greater than for the randomly paired

.....

'}'""

:;~~~"\+~·"''

......... -

...

~,
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groupings ot ICLs only 8 ot 14 tilles (not signii'icant).

data cannot be considered to indicate that

~or

Therefore these

heterosexually married

women (involved in the woman's movement), for traits where pereeptiol'i of the
actual-self differs from the perception of the ideal-self, the perception

or

the si>ouse resembles the perception of the ideal-s~lt.
For the group of heterosexually married man the number of adjectives

I
I
'.

falling in patterns D and E was greater than the number

tal~ng.in

c.and

F only 7 times (not significant), and the average proportion falling in
D and E was .5332.

The number was greater than for the randomly paired

grouping of ICLs only 4 ot 14 times (not significant and not :i.n the
expected direction).

There isn•t

~eretore

any evidence.to indicate that

for heterosexually married men (married to women in the women's movement),
tor traits where perception of the actual-self differs from the percep-

tion

or

tho ideal-self', the perception ot the spouse resembles the per-·

caption of the ideal-self •

. Mental Health, Marital Satisfaction, and Adjustments to Marriage

Hypothesis Za.

is~

Never-married childless·lesbians are psycho-

logically healthlier than lesbians who are· involved in a childless
lesbian marriage.
This hypothesis was tasted. by: compa~g the scores of the 14 never.

married lesbians on the S-I Inventory with the scares (averages) oi' the

14 married lesbian couples. 'lhe average score for the never married
lesbians was 25. 79, while the average was 24 for the married lesbians.
\

Since the test manual states that scores on the S-I Inventory are not

normally distributed, a nonparametric.test, the Mann-Whitney U test,

l'
.......,, ..

~

··:-J.:.:d",

?'-

• ··: ~ •' \ -fl..--~,,.,.;;:r

)S

vas used.

u1

.

was equal to. 94 (U or.:;

in tbe opposite direction

f~m wha~

= 61).

This was non-significant and

was predicted. Hypothesis 2&. was

not accepted.
HJ"Pothe~is

2b. is&

Lesbians who are involved in a childless,

lesbian marriage are psychologically healthier than women involved

jJl

a childl.ess heterosexual marriage.
The average

s~ore

on tha S-I Inventory for the 14

hat~rosexually

married wom.en was compared with the average score for the 14 lesbian
couples to test Hypothesis 2b.

The average for the heterosexual woman

was Jl. 79. while the av eraga score for the married lesbians was 24
(higher score indicates more insecurity).

u1

was equal to 70

(u. 05 = 61),

which was not significant (p ..:::.· .15) though in the expected direction.

Hypothesis 2b. was not accepted.
Hypothesis 3 is:

Marital satisfaction is higher among lesbians

who are involved in a childless lesbian marriage than among women involved in a childless heterosexual marriage.
To test hypothesis 3 the scores of the 14 women involved in a
heterosexual marriage on the marital-adjustment test. were
A.~

the scores of the 14 lesbian couples.

co~pared

with

average of tha scores ob-

ta.bed by the tlro lesbians in each couple vas the score used for com-

!i .

parison,

The average score for the

hetero~aX'..tally

married wo111en was

j

ll0.89.

7he average score for the married lesbians was 120.75.

T was

equal to 2.056 (p<. 005). Hypothesis J was accepted.
Hypo~hesis

4 is:

Spouses in childless lesbian marriages make

more nearly equal amounts of adjustment in marriage than

~,.\.~ ....

'. ,;, ,

':

"'~·~4

'\

·:-t... . . \h

~. ,,._,~\o!.

do

spouses
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il'l childless het!9?0sexual marriages.

H1Pothasis 4 was tested by comparing.the absolute value of the
differences in the Index of Strain scores for the lesbian pairs in the
lesbian marriage group with the absolute value

or

the difference in

the Irxiex of· strain scores fer husband and wife pairs i..'t the hetero-

sexual marriage group.
justment in

marriag~

The question ot vho has made the greatest ad~

served as an

indep~ndant

check on

the·re~ults.

The average difference in ID:lex of Strain scores for the 14 hetero-

sexual couples was 1.-585.

couples was .8818.

The average difference for the 14 lesbian

Since the data were. obviously not normally dis-

tributed (the difference in scores for 1 ot the 14 lesbian couples was
0), the Mann-Whitney U test was used.
which is not significant (p

Ul lr~S equal to 63.5 (U .05 ::: 61),

L.. .1) though

in the expected directi on.

As tha answers to the question of who made the greater adjustment in
marriage was almost universally answered 11 equal 11 (only 4 of 56 responses
were otherwise) this question was not considered a very sensitive check
on the results. Hypothesis 4 was not

accep~ed.

Interoerson.al PerceEtion And Marital Satisfaction

On the basis of whether they were found to have mad~ the most or
least amount ot adjustment in marriage according to their Imex 0£
Strain scores one lesbitln from each couple was arbitrarily designated
the Instr-ument,al partner. while the other was designated the Expressive
partner (the Ir.istrumental partner being the one who has made the least

adjustments).

I:t the IMex of Strain scores were . equa.11 the Sooioemo-

tional Valuation scores were equal, the answer to the question of who

...

".ti'<V..~ ...

~ ; .."-·

4o
had made the mst adjustments in marriage was looked at.
Interpe~:sonal

Taylor• s (1967) method of scoring the

Checklists

tor congruence between any two was modified to control tor the number
His scoring is based on the absolute ditterence

of adjectives checked.

(discrepancies) between the number of adjectives checked for each of

the four quandrants
adje~ti'!'as

in

of

quadran~

the ICL. for example if a· person checked three
one and five adjectives in quadrant two, .. and

her spouse checked two adjectives for quadrant one and six adjectives
tor quadrant two, the. discrepancy

s~qre

for the two q_uadrants would be

two ( (2/10 - 3/20) + (5/10 - 6/20) ).

then be .a negative

The discrepancy scores would

of congruence.

indicat~on

Six discrepancy scores

were calculated between various pairs of ICLs as follows:
Discrepancy

Scor~

l would indicate the amount of discrepancy

between the actual-self ICL of the

~strumental

partner and the sl?9use

ICL of the Expressive partneri
Discrepancy Score 2 would

indi~.a.te

the amount of discrepancy

between the actual-self ICL of the Expressive partner and the spouse·

ICL of the Instrumental partner;
D~screpancy

Score J would be the sum of Discrepancy scores 1

. and 2;

Discrepancy Score 4 would i..l'ldicate the amount of discrepancy
between the actual-self ICL of the I.nstrumental partner and the how
!!pOUse

sees herself ICL of the Ejcpressive partner;

. Discrepancy Score 5 would indicate the amount of discrepancy
between the actual-self ICL of the Expressive partner and the
§pouse sees herself ICL of the Instrumental partner;
5
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Discrep4ney Score 6would be the sum of Discrepancy Scores 4

and .5;
Discrepancy Score 7 would indicate the amount of diserepancy
b~tveen

the gpouse ICL of the Expressive partner and the how spouse

see; me ICL of the Instrumental partner;
I

\. Discrepancy

Seo~

8 would indicate the amount of discrepancy

I

.

betlieen the spouse ICL of the Instrumental partner and the how spouse
I
I

.

•

seesi me ICL of the Expressive partner;
Discrepancy .Score 9 would be the sum of Discrepancy Scores 7 .

am a.
CorreJ.a:tion coefficients were then calculated between each of
these discrepancy scores and the average marital adjustment scores

for each couple.
Two lesbian couples·could not be classified as Instrumental er

Expressive by any of the three possible methods (7 were classified
. on the basis

~r

Index of Strain Scores, 5 on the basis ot the Socio-

emotional Valuation Index) so only 12 couples could be included in
the analysis of hypotheses 5a - 5io

Hypothesis 5a. is:

In childless lesbian marriages, congruence

between the perception of the actual-self of the.Instrumental partneraui the spouse's perception

or

the actual-self

or

this partner will

have a positive l"elationship to marital satisfaction.
Hypothesis )a. was tested by examining the magnitude

or

the

correlation coefficient ot discrepancy score l with the average marital
adjustment scores for each couple, negative correlations being the
expected direction (Hypotheses 5b,d,e,g and h were evaluated similarly

-

•'

.. ,. 6_..
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but by using respectively discrepancy scores 2,4,5.? and 8 rather than

l).
The correlation coefficient between

disc~epancy

score l and

'tp.e average ma"r-ltal adjustment score for each lesbian couple (using

Pearson's

r~.)

was .1137.

This is nonsignificant and not in the ex-

pected direction.· Hypothesis )a. was not accepted.
Hypothesis 5b. is:

In childless lesbian marriages, congruence

between the perception of the actuaJ.-self of the Expressive partner
and the spouse• s perception

ot the actual-self' of

this partne.r will

have a positive rela.tionship to marital satisfaction.
· The correlation coefficient between discrepancy score· 2 and the

average marital adjustment scores for each lesbian couple was .4029.
This is

nonsig'Dl.f'~cant

and not in the expected direction.

Hypothesis

5b was not accepted.
Hypothesis
measure

or

Sc.

is:

In childless lesbian marriages, a pooled

congruence between the perception of the actual-self of

the Instrumental partner and the spouse• s perception of the actual- .

self' of this partner, and of congruence between the perception of the
actual-self of this partner will have a

possible relationship

~igher

to marital satisfaction· than either measure taken separately.
HYPothesis
cient

Sc.

or discrepancy

was tested by comparing the correlation coeffiscore J with

the

average marital adjustment scores

!or each couple with the smaller of the two correlations (or the
larg~r i.?t

a negative direction)

u~ed·to

test HyPothesis )a. and Sb.

(that is the correlation between discrepancy score 1 and the average.

•'
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marital adjustment

sc~re fo~

each couple,

. discrepancy $Core 2 and the average_
coupie).

e~

~rital

the correlation between

adjustmen·t

sco~

for each ·

Hypotheses St. and 51. were tested similarly but with

;r.

using the smaller of the two correlations used to test hypotheses ,5d.,

and 5e. for comparison with the.correlation between discrepancy score

6

and the avel"age marital adjustment scores, and

ot

5i. using the smaller

.

the·tw~ correlation~

used to test hypotheses 5g. and

son . with the correlation between dis9repancy score

.

5h. for compari-

9 and

the average

ma·rital adjustment. scores.

The correlation coefficient between discrepancy score J and the
average marital adjustment score !or each lesbian couple was .)478.
The ditf erence between this and the correlation coefficient of hypothesis Sa. of .1137 is. not significant and not in the expected direction.

HYPothesis

Sc.

was not accepted.

Hypothesis ,5d. is:

In childless lesbian marriages, congruence

between the _ perception of the actual-self of the Instrumental Partner
and the spouse's prediction of the actual-self of this partner (i.e.
How the Expressive

r

I

partn~r

thinks the Instrumental partner sees herself)

will have a positive relationship to marital satisfaction.
The correlation coefficient between discrepancy score 4 and the

l

average marital edjustment score for-each.lesbian couple was -.2633.
This is nonsignificante
Hypothesis 5e. is:

Hypothesis .5d. was not accepted.
In childless lesbian marriages, congruence

between the perception of .the actual-self'

or

the Expressive partner

and the spouse's prediction of the ~ctual-self perception of this
partner (i.e. how the Instrumental partnar thir.Jcs the Expressive

.,. ~ - ~';!'~;'tJ..'t;.n;

i

~..

~ \r.,. ,~"_,,,.;.·

, . . -~..

~-rt-~.._
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partner sees herself) will have a positive relationship to marital
satisfaction.

The eorrelation coeffieient between discrep4%1CY score S and the
average marital adjustment score for each lesbian couple vas •• 0137.
Tb.is is nonsignif'icant.
Hypothesis 5£. is:

HYPothesis 5e. was not accepted.
In childless lesbian marriages• a pooled

measure of congruence between the perception of the actual-self of
~e

Instrmnental partner and the spouse's prediction.of the actual-

selt of this partner and congruence between the _perception of the
actual-self of the Expressive partner and the spouse's prediction of
the actual-self

perc~pti~n

of this partner will have a higher positive

reiationship to marital satisfaction than either measure taken separately.
'!he correlation coefficient between the average marital adjustment score for each lesbian coupie and discrepancy score 6 was -.1378.
The difference between this and the coefficient of H.5d. of -.2633 is
nonsi~icant

and not in the expected direction.

HYPothesis 5f. was

not accepted.
Hypothosts 5g. is:

In childless lesbian ?1U1rria.gas, C()ngruence

between the spouse's perception of the Instrumental

par:tne~

and that

partner's prediction of the suouse 1 s perception of her (i.e. how the
•

l

I··.
l

4

-"

Instrumental partnar thinks the Expressi•tf:J· partner perceives her) will
have a positive relationship to marital s•tisfaetion.
The correlation coefficient between' discrepancy score 7 a?¥i the
aY.erage marital adjustment score for each lesbian coupl~
This was nonsigni:f'icant and not in the
--5~.

1198.s

ected direction.

was not accepted.

..

~:!.

.1429.

H)':Pothesis

4.5
Hypothesis ,Sh. is:

In childless lesbian marriages, congruence

between the spouse's perception of the Expressive partner and that.

partner's prediction of the spouse's

perc~ption

of her (i.e. how the

Expressive partner thinks .the.Instrumental partner sees her) v.ill have
a positive relationship to marital satisfaction.
The co~lation.coefficient between discrepancy sc~re 8 and the
c~uple

average marital adjustment score for each lesbian

we..s .5899.

'ibis is significant at the .05. level but is not in the expected direc-

tion. As this is one of six interrelated correlation coefficients
tested !or significance, a .05 level of significance may have occurred
by chance.

Hypothesis Sh. was not accepted.

Hypothesis 51. is:

In .childless lesbian marriages, a pooled

measure of congruence between the spouse's perception

or

the I.nstru-

mental partner and that partner's prediction of the spouse 1 s

percep~

tion of her. and congruence ·between the spouse's perception of the
Expressive partner and that partner's prediction
ception or her, will have a higher positive
l

or

the

relation~hip

spous~•s

per-

to marital

satisfaction than either measure taken separately.
'lhe correlation coefficient between discrepancy score 9 and the
average marital adjustment score for·each lesbian couple was .4797.
The difference between this and the eorrelation coefficient of hypo-

j.

thesis 5g. of .1429 was not signi!icant and not in the expected direction.
Hypothesis 5i.• was not accepted.
Correlation coefficients were then calculated between the sum

ot discrepancy scores where the Instrumental partner was the target
(discrepancy scores 1, 4

am

7)

,.If>•

am

marital adjus·tment scores and

.~·i,

:I
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between the sum of discrepancy scores where the Expressive partner
was.the t.rget (discrepancy scores 2, 5 az:d 8) and marital adjustment
scores.

The first

or

these was -.0276 and the secom was .)441.

are both nonsigl"..iticnat and the

~econd

is not in the

tion.

.~,,_,

~

expecte~

These

direc-
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION

Ideal Self' Fulfillment .

· HYJ>othesis la is:

In childless lesbian marriages, or among

unmarried lesbians with lovers, the perception ot the spouse or lover
·resembles the perception of the actual-self.
: The results supported this hYPothesis a?¥i hypothesis la.. was
accepted.

Thus the finding in studies of heterosexuals that marital

pa..-tners tend to be chosen who are perceived as being like the· self
can be extended to

lesbian~

according to the results of this study.

The results also indicate that for heterose~lly married men (married

to women in the women's movement), the perception of the spouse resembled the perception of the actual-self.

For heterosexually married

women involved in the women's movement the results did not indicate
that the
sel.£.

per~eption

of spouse resembled the perception of the actua.1-

This negative finding could

be

due to the small size of the

sample, or possibly. involvement in the wom.en•s movement has led to an

evolvemsnt of their identity as women and thus led
their differences from men.

tb.~..m

to

emphasi~e

Before any conclusions can be drawn from

this result it should be reaffirmed on a larger sample of women.
Hypothesis lb is:

In

childless lesbian marriages, or among

unmarried lesbians with lovers,. for traits where percep·t.ion of the

actual-self diffe.rs from .the perception of the ideal-self, the percep..

tion ot the spouse or lover resembles the perception of the ideal-salt.

,'•r
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Using the method or analyzing the data described in Chapter III
(in which all results obtained were compared· with results obtained

wen spouse ICLs were randoaly

pai~d

with actual-self and

selt ICLs). the hypothesis was not supported.

ide~l

Nor were the hypothe-

sized rel&tionships found to be true for the heterosexually married
women -(involved in the women• s movemer1t) or men (marrj.ed to women involved
in tbe women= s movement).

appeared to be

val~

For the heterosexu&lly· married ·man the result

·sµice for traits where perception of the actual-

sel! differed from the ideal-self. in only a-little more than half' did
perception of .the spouse resemble perception of the ideal-self.

However,

for tne heterosexually married wo~en the proportion was near .6.5 as
compared with .6)4 in the study of 50 heterosexually engaged women by

Karp, et al. in which,ideal-sel1" :fulfillment had been supported
results.

Despite this, the number

or

by the

adjectives in D and E was greater

than for the randomly paired grouping of ICLs only 8 of 14 times (not
significant).

This finding suggested that there might be another expla-

nation for the number of adjectives in D and E being no greater for nonrandom_ than for raiidom grouping of ICLs (f'or J:?oth lesbian and heterosexual women).
migh~

A possible explanation wa.s that a lover or spouse ICL

be very much the same from .one lesbian to another or from one

heterosexually married woman to another •. In other words. loVer:l or

spouses mig.lit be de~cribed in much the same terms (idealized) aside

from their

individ~al

personalities, and these data Might be an art;tact

j

o£ that

f.

was necessary to collect additional data.

sim~larity.

To adequately test the hj7pothesis, therefore, it
'lherefore letters were sent

·:t";t•S.i:i~! ,;,:"' .,_.1,]f""·

\"· 'i"

{!'·

:;;,.r ,,
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to all the lesbians who were married or had lovers and -whose forms
could be identified (names had not been asked for in the interests of

anonymity) asking them to fill out an additional ICL on friend of m.y
lover (or spouse).

They were instructed that the friend chosen should

preferably not be a friend of theirs also and, if so, that it should
be

a friend whom the lover knew first.

Replies were received from 14

lesbians, including 5 married lesbians (if both spouses of a couple
filled out the ICL, one was randomly chosen to be included in the analysis). am 10 never-1narried or currently unmarried lesbians with lovers.
For the group of lesbians who filled out a friend of lover ICL for
the Self - Ideal-Self - Lover ICL grouping, the number of adjectives
falling in patterns D and E (spouse like ideal-self rather than actualself) was greater than the number falling in C and F (spouse like actualself rather than like ideal-self) 10 of 14 times (nonsignificant).
The average proportion falling in D and
greater than for the Self - Ideal•Self -

7 of 14 times (nonsignificant).

~was

.6124.

Frie~

of

The numoer was

love~

ICL grouping

The average proportion of adjectives

falling in patterns D a:iid E for this latter grouping was .6o66.

As

these data also did not support the hypothesis, hypothesis lb. still
was not accepted.
From results obtained in this study it appears that the hypothesis of ideal-self fulfillment applies only to heterosexual women.
Neither for lesbians nor for heterosexual men was

the~e

sufficient

evidence to indicate that this factor operated in selection of a mate.
Karp, et al. (1970) had stated in their study that they could not tell

,,-

so
from.their positive fµidings about ideal-self fulfillment 'Whether they
resulted f'rom t.lie women choosing someone who had. those characteristics
they wished they had but lacked (according to their perception) or

whether it

res~ted

from idealization ot the chosen person.

in the present. study that random pairing of spouse or

l~ver

The finding
ICLs with

self and ideal-self' ICLs made no difference (or a difference in a positive direction) in ~sults suggests that it is ide&lization.
tinctly negative results for the men in

~is

The dis-

present study may mean .

that men ~o not idealize their· spouses as heterosexual women do. ·Another
possibility is that for men there is a greater difference between ideal-

self and ideal-woman than there is for women between ideal-self and
ideal man.

If this were so then a man would idealize his spouse in

tems of his concept of ideal-woman rather than ideal-self, and so the
idealization would not have shown up in this study. Which of the;;e
e.xplanations is more' likely can only be determined by further research.
It is possible that the negative.findings for lesbians are due to a
combinati.on of small S4lJ'lple size and the possibility that a friel'ri of
the lover may also be a friend of the self aid thus subject to some
extent of-idealization that obscured any idealization of the lover which
may have occurred (tha percentage of a~jectives

that Karp, et al • .found.

in patterns D and E for the grouping of self - ideal-self - best friend
of fiance was 5.5.~. -..-hile in the present study the c!'>rresponding value
was 6o.66%).

Perhaps also the distinction between friends and lovers is

less '(a saying preval,ent in the lesbian col11m.Unity of Portlam "let your
friends be your lovers" expresses this value).

'l'he other possibility is

;1
that lesbians do not idealize their lovers to the extent that hetero·sexual women do.

Mental HeAlt.li, Marital Satisfaction And Adjustments To Marriage
Hypothesis 2a. is:

Never.;.married childless lesbians a.re psy-

chologically healthier than lesbians who are involved . in a. childless
.
lesbian marriage.
Hypothesis 2a. was not

accepte~,

and both groups scored al.most

.

.

exactly the same on a Security-Insec':lrity test ·(never-married lesbians ·
scoring ·slightly higher on insecurity).
Hyp~tbesis

Lesbians who are involved in a childless

2b• is:

lesbian marriage are psychologically healthier than women involved in

a childless heterosexual marriage •
.Although the average scores for. the heterosexual women were considerably higher in insecurity than £or the lesbian women, the results
were not significant (p L .15) and the hypothesis was not accepted.

Hypothesis 3 is:

Marital satisfaction is higher among lesbians.

who are involved in a childless lesbian marriage than among women involved ·in a childless heterosexual

~rriage.·

The results suppo~ted this hypothes~s and it was accepted.
Hypothesis

4 is: Spouses

in childless lesbian ma~riages make more

nearly equal amounts of adjustment in marriage than do spouses in

~hild-

less heterosexual marriages.

Though the average difference in Index of Strain scores (indi- ·
eating the difference in

r

~ount of adjustment) was considerably higher

r4--'t"s-""~,·~~~~,""t,~.,,,;.,·"'~,..,!_

,.,

11>

··~··
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~or.

the heterosexual couples th&n for the lesbian couples, :tJie results

were not significant (p < .1) aid hypothesis 4_ was not accepted •
.Overall these results seam to indic•te that lesbian marriage is
not as detrimental for lesbians as heterosexual marriage is tor hetero-

sexual women.
with it

The

~ci-eased

stat~

ot being

in lesbian marriage does not carry.

amounts of mental

~ealthiness

(as measured by the

Security-In~eourity Inve_ntory) over the never-ma~ied state, as does

Either lesbian marriage is not as detrimental

· heterosexual marriage.
I

to the mental health of women or (if it is selection which is the cause
of the di$crepancy) healthy lesbians are just as likely to choose or
be chosen to marry as unhealthy ones.

Of the t.'lree hypotheses which

compared leshian marriage to heterosexual marriage in some way, there
was a consistent trend.for the results to be in the expected direction

(three of. three) although two out of three of them were not statistically
· si~icant (one of these barely missed).

This and the !act that the

result.s. are consistent with one another - i.e., if lesbian marriage
doe~

not correlate with more insecurity than the never-married state

(and heterosexual marriage does)· then it is more reasonable to assume

that

I'.

~he

higher scores

or

the heterosexually :married woJnen over the

married lesbians did ?ot occur by chance·- .make it seem more likely that
. the nonsignif"icant results in regard to Security-Insecurity of married
lesbians versus married

heterose~l_women,

and differences in amounts

of adjustment between partners in lesbia.n. versus heterosexual marriages

was a result of small sample size rather than because tl;le hypotheses
were unti-ue •

,,--

·'.

..

~~"'
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In any case married lesbians involved in the women's movement were
higher in marital satisfaction than heterosexually married women in-

volved in the women's movement. The mean score of 120.75 also compares
very favorably with the mean score· of 1)5.9 for 48 "exceptionally welladjusted11 husbands or wives from the sample of 236 middle-class husbands
or wives in the original validation study (Locke, et al., 1959).

The

average score for 48 "maladjusted" spouses was 71.7, unfortunately the
mean for the entire sample was not given.

This high marital adjustment

score seems reasonable if it is true that lesbians make more nearly
equal amounts of adjustment in

marria~e,

and if, as is tentatively con-

cluded later in this chapter, lesbian marriages are not split into roles
so that one partner is assigned the Instrumental and the other the Expressive role.

'!his would indicate greater flexibility in the marriage:

more

concern for the needs and desires of both partners rather than just one,

and a more equal sharing of tasks (i.e. making a living) and of the work
of attending to the emotional side of the relationship.

Through Corsini

(1956) demonstrated that "conformity" ot male self-perception with a
stereotyped conception of the husband is positively correlated with
happiness for both husband and wife, perhaps it would b~ even better for
marital happiness is the stereotyped conception of "husdand 11 didn't
exist at all or didn 1 t take the form which it does.
which wasn't explored in this thesis is that the

A

~ssibility

I
commun~cation

between

i

lesbian partners is more frequent and/or of better qualify than that
between heterosexual partners resulting in a deeper relationship and
greater satisfaction of partners in it.

-~

SI;
Interpersonal Perception And Marital Satisfaction
None of the nine hypotheses relating to interpersonal perception

and marital
pages

2~26.

sat~sfaction

were accepted.

1hese hypotheses are listed on

The data .used to test these hypotheses can be found in

Table IX.

Similar correlation coefficients were calculated for the 14
heterosexuaJl.y married couples.

These are also shown in Table ll •.

The usual findings for heterosexual marriag~s are not duplicated here (a
positive relationship between marital
betwe~n

adju~t~ent

scores and congruence

the pairs of ICLs when the husband is the target), none of these

values is significant and one is not
in the exoected
direction.
.
...
.

This is

not surprising since this sample is differen~ from the usual heterosexual
l'

marriages in that it

?-~

the wife who would be classified as the Instru-

mental partn~r in 8 of 14 couples (on the basis o~ Index.of Strain scores

lJ times, and once

on the basis of Socioemotional Valuation Index) sug-

· gesting that the usual findings may not be applicable when the wife is
involved in the women's movement.
were reanalyzed in terms

or

The data f'or heteroseJ."Ual couples

the Instrumental ·and

The results can. be seen·in Tabla.IX.

Alt~ough

~ressive

none of

~he

partners.
correlation

coefficients is significnat, for the Instrumental partner they are all
of a reasonable size and in the direction expected if" the Instrumental

partner were in the role usually played by the husband in heterosexual
marriages.

This is in contrast to the haphazard pattern that occurred

when lesbians were analyzed in terms of Instrumental and Expressive roles.
Since

co~relations

would have to be quite large (abQut

~) ·to

reach sig-

nificance in a sample this small, it may be, best to look at overall

~~:,,,

• 3441

-.02?6

Sum

* p < .05
** p < .025

(target) x spouse (other partner)
S~lf (target) x how spouse seea self (other partner)
How s~ouse sees me ttarget) x spouse (other partner)

~

-.0946

Sum

-.11i11

-.3354

-.2759
-.2024

-.1319

-.1)19

.0870
-.2149

-.2384

-.1408
-.2074
-.2j84

Pooled

-.2384

-.3449

Pooled

.2579

.)473
-.1378
.4797

...

\J'l
\J\

.-.----·-··

Pooled

..................

-.1405
-.2714
-.1692

...

-.1485
-.5840**
.o4o4

Heterosexual Marria~es
Exnressive tar~et
Instrumental target

-.0784
.1422
-.2732

ff usband as tar2et

Heterosexual Marriages
Wife as target

.4029
-.0137
.5898*

.1137
. -.26)4
.1429

Lesbian MarriaE!es
Exnressive tar2et
Instrumental tarf!et

Self (target) x spouse (other partner)
~ (target) x how spouse sees self (other partner)
How spo~se sees me ttarget' x spouse {other partner)

Sum

(target) x spouse (other partner)
~ (target) x how spouse sees self' (other partner)
How sEouse sees me ~target~ x spouse (other partner)

~

ICLs

......._......

CORRELATION BETWEEN DISCREPANCY SCORES AND AVERAGE MARITAL SATISFACTION SCORES

TABLE IX
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patterns in tryi..'lg to interpret the results.

It appears that, in hetero-

sexual. ma.~ges in which the wile is involved in the wo~en 1 s moven:ient,

the Instrumental-Expressive division of roles still exists

~ut

that it is

not always or usually the case ·that it is the.husband who fills .the Instru.-

mental role as

in other heterosexual marriages.

It was .i;nistakenly

b~lieved by

th.e ExPerimenter that, ii'

the~

wa_s not an Inst~enta::i-Expressive diV'.ision of roles,· interpersonal perooptions with both partners as targets would be important to marital satisfaction - rnther than only.those interpersonal perceptions where the
person classified as.being il(l the Instrumental role :was the target.

The

other possi':Jility, which was not considered, was that neither set of
interpersonal perceptions would be important to marital satisfaction.
This explanation fits. the data f.Or the lesbian marriages better than
either the eA-planation that both sets of interpersonal perceptions were

important (upon which the hYPotheses were based) or the explanatipn that
only those interpersonal perceptions with the Instrumental partner as

target

we~

important.

It is therefore tentatively concluded that

lesbian :marriages are not split into .roles so that one partner is·
assigned the instrumental, task oriented roles and the other the expressive integrative roles.

,,~

.................,_.... ...
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APPENDIX

Cover Stoey
· A lot
ter and

or research

has been done to investigate factors of charac-

~ersonality

which affect a person• ability to interact success.
.
fully With people and to gain satisfaction from interpersonal relationships. including marriage.

It has been found. among.other things. that

different attributes make for satisfaction in relationships for.men than
for women.

However, no one has investigated whether the same attributes

·lead to success in relationships with persons of your own sex as lead
to success in relationships with persons of the opposite sex.

'lb.us it

is unknown whether satisfaction in a lesbian relationship requires the
same attributes as satisfaction in a heterosexual relationship.

This

study is being' carried out to obtain information about this.

You may participate anonymously in the study and all information
obtained about you will be confidential. ·You
1 ..
l

th~

will

receive ·a copy of

results of the study i f you request it and list your address.

Questionnaire
1. To participate in the study you must.fall in one of the following
three categories. Please check the one in which you fall.
a.
• A woman who is childless and is currently involved in a
heterosexua.l relationship in -which you ar~ living with a ran with whom you
·are strongly involved sexually and emotionally. and with whom you have
been living, and sexually and emotionally involved with for a year or more.
It will be necessary for this man also to participate in the study.
·
b.
• A woman who is childless and is currently involved in a
lesbian relationship in which you·are living with a woman with whom you

....

:;-} :~:·

61
are strongly involved sexually and emotionally and with whom you have
been living, and sexually aDd emotionally involved with for a year or
mo~e·
It will be necessary tor this woman also to partieipate in the

study.

c.
• · A woman who is childless and who has never been in a. ...
relation,ship in which you have lived for a year or more with ·a ·man or

• woman with wilom you were strongly involved sexually and emotionally.
2.

Age_ __

Years
of education.
completed _ __
Occupation
___________________________________________
_
(It in group a.) Age or man you ~re living .with _ __
(It in group a.) . Years of -education or. man you are living with _ __
(If in group a.) Occupation ot man you living with - - - - - - - - - -

J. · Please check one of the following to indieate your sexual orientation
over the entire time yo.u have been sexually active. Please place a u1 at in
the blank by one of them to indicate your present sexual orientation (over
the past year or two).
·
a. , Completely heterosexual contacts
b. Basically heterosexual contacts with very infrequent homosexual contacts
c. Pref er heterosexual contacts but respond to homosexual
contacts

d.

Equal amounts or heterosexual and homosexual contacts

e. · Prefer

r.
g.
h.

homosexu~l

contacts out respond to heterosexual

c.ontacts

Basically homosexual contacts with very infrequent heterose:xUal contacts
i;xclusive homosexual con~acts
N,o heterosexual or homosexual contacts

4 •. Are

y))u currently involved 'in any sexual relationship? _ __
If' yes:
'
I
a. Is this relationship with a man or a woman? _ __
b. Approximately how long have you been. involved in this relationshi.p1

c.

Are you living with your partner, and i f so, for how long have
you been doing so?

(If· you are currently 'involved in more than one sexual relationship. please
number them and answer the questions for.each)

S.

Please stata the number of past. sexua.i rela.tionships you have had:
with women
lasting a week or less
la.sting more than a.week but less than a month
lasting 1-6 months
.
lasting more than 6 months but less tqan a year

with men

62
with women

with men
-----lasting
- - - - - lasting
- - - - - lasting
- - - - - lasting

1-.J years

4-6 years
7-9 years

more than 10 years

Marital Adjustment Test
1. Check the dot on the scale line below which best describes the degree
of happiness everything considered, of your present marriage. The middle
point, "happy". represents the degree of happiness which most people get
from marriage, and the scale gradually ranges on one side to those few
who are very Unhappy in marriage, and on the other to those few who experience extreme joy or felicity in marriage.
0

2

7

15

•

•

•

•

20

25

35

•

•

Perfectly
Happy

Happy

Very

Unhappy

State the approximate .extent of agreement or disagreement between you and
your mate on the following items. Please check each column.
Al.Jil.ost

2!

Handiini famil;fi'iriances.

J. Matters of recreation

4. ·Demonstrations of affection
~- Friends

6. Sex RAlations

Always Occasionally Frequently Always

Agree

A~ree

i

2·

or 2rooer eonduct~
Philoso£hI of life
Wais of dealin~ with in-laws

4

Disa~ree

Always
Disagree

6
4

4

1
1
1
l
1

Q
0
0
0

4
4
4

J
2
J

2
2
2

1
1
1

6

8

.2
2
:?

J

Disa~ree

2
2
2
2
2

4

2

Disagree

J
J

!2

7. Convcmtionality right, i:;ood,
8.

Almost

Always

4

0
0

When.disagreements arise, they usually result in: me giving in ...Q_,
spouse giving in _g_, agreement by mutual give and take ..!Q....
11. Do you and your mate engage in outside interests together? All of
them -1Q...., some of them _JL • very few ..l...• none of them_ 0 • ,
12. In leisure time do you generally prefer: to be 11 on the go...--_,
to stay at home ___? Does your mate generally prefer: to be "on
the go" _ , to stay at home?
(stay at h0me for both, 10 points; "on the go" for both, 3 points;
disagreement, 2 points).
10.

~

~·-

~~

.... "H"-.. .. ..,

'W' _ _ ..... _

_,,.-.,;.-,.,1>-

.,_,..~"'-- ·~--

~

,~•··~o•~"''""

!f.'1- ..

--~ . .._.,.,

6J
lJ.

14.

l.S.

Do you ever wish you had not ma.rr-led? · Frequently __Q_, occasionally _i_
rarely _EL. never~·
It you had your life to live o'\rer, do you think you would: marry the
same person ..Ji.., marry a dif'ferent person _Q_, not marry at all ...1-... 1
Do you· confide in your mate: almost never __Q_, rarely__..&, on most
things -l:Q_, in everything -l:Q.1

Marital Roles Inventorz
Husbancf• s role-set - Hurvitz (1959)
~ do my (He do~s his) jobs around the house.

I am (He is) a companion to my (his) wife.
I·~elp

(He helps) the children grow by being their friend, teacher and guide.

I earn (He earns) the iiving

and

support (supports) the family.

I do my (He does his) wife's work a.ro~.md the house i f my (his) help is

needed •
. I practice (He practices) the family religion or philosophy.

· I' am (He is) a sexual partner to my (his) wife.
I decide · (He decides) when the family is still divided after discussing

something.
I serve (He series) as the model of men for my (his) children.

I represent and advance (He represents ·and advances) my (his) family in the
community.
Wite 1 s role-set - Hurvitz
.

(1959)
.

I help (She helps) earn the living when my (b.er) husband needs my (her)

help or when the :f'3mily needs more money.

·

I practice (She practices) the family religion or philosophy.
I care (She cares) for the children's eveeyday needs.
I

am (She is) a companion to my (her) husbam.

i

!'

6'c.
I represent and advance (She represents and advances) my (her) family

socially. and in the comm.unity.
I help (She helps) the

child~n

grow by being their friend, teacher, and

guide •.

Modified List of Roles (PWlJXiom qrder)

-ISelfpractice the family.religion or philosophy.
I· represent and advance my family.in the community.
(Rank only one of the following three, cross out the other two):

+ear.n·the

living and support the family.

·I help earn the living when my spouse needs my help or when the
family needs more money.
I take equal responsibility with m.y spouse for earning a living_ and
supporting the f'amily
·
I am a sexual partner to m.y spouse •.
I am a companion to my.spouse.

(Rank only one.of the following three, cross out the other two):
I am the homemaker.

I.do· my spouse 1 s work aroUfl(i the house· if' my help is needed.

I share equally with my spouse in.doing housework.

i.
!

I represent and advance my family socially.

~

Spguse
(.Rank only ~ne of the following. three, cross out the other two):

She/He earns the living and supports the family.
She/He helps earn the living when her/his spouse needs her/his·

help or when the family needs more money.
She/He takes equal responsibility with her/his spouse for earning
a living and supporting the family •
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She/He. represent~ and advances
her/his family- in the. community.
.
(Rank only one of the following three. cross out the other two):

She/He is the homemaker.

She/He does.her/his-spouse's work arourxl the house if' her/his help
is needed.
·
·
She/He shares equally with her/his spouse in doing housework.
She/H~ ·1s

a companion to her/his.spouse.

5b.e/He practices the family religion or philosophy.
She/He represents ~d advances her/his family socially.
She/He is a sexual partner to her/his ·Spouse.

Socioemotional Valuation Index
Below are listed .standaxds by which family success has been measured.

Look through the list.and rank them (as in 16. a.nd .17.) according to which
items you consider most.important in judging the success of families, putting a

11

1tt by the item you consider most.important, a

11

2" by the item you

consider next most important, et.c. ·.
---•

A place in the co:r:nmunity~- Th~ ·ability of a family to give its
members a respected place in the community and to make them good ·
citizens (not criminals
undesirable people) •.

or

The family. m~m~e.rs feeling comtortable with each
and being able to get along together.

- - - · Companionship.
othe~

_ _ _•

Personality develo12ment. Continued increase in family members•
ability to understand and get along with people and to accept
responsibility!

------·

Satisfaction in affection shoWn. Satisfaction of family niembers
with amount of affection shown and of the husband arx:l wife in their
sex lif'e.

---·

Economic security. Being sure that the family will be able to·
keep up or improve its standard of living.

~ ~

...

---·.~

·--~---~·--

~--

••

t6
_ _ _•

Emotional security. Feeli:ng that the members Qf the family
really need each other emotionally and trust each other fully.

----·

Moral and religious unitl'.:• Trying to live· a 'family life according
religious and moral principles and teachings.

---•

Everyday interest. Interesting day-to-day activities h&.ving
to do with house and family which keep family life from being
boring.

-------·

A home. Having a place where the family ~embers feel they be. long. where they feel at ease, and where other people do not
interfere in their lives.
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